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ABSTRACT.   The main theorem is

Let E be a separable (real) Frèchet space with a nonseparable strong dual

Then E is not strongly Dp-smooth.

It follows that if X is uncountable, locally compact, a-compact, metric

space, then C(X) (with the topology of compact convergence) does not have a

class of seminorms which generate its topology and are Frechet differentiable

(away from their null-spaces).

1.   Preliminaries.   Throughout this paper, TLS will denote the class of

all (Hausdorff) topological linear spaces over the real field R.  If X is a topological

space, 0(X) wiU denote the class of all open subsets of X.  LX(E,F) = L(E, F)

wül denote the set of all continuous linear maps from E into F, where E,F G

TLS. We define by induction Lp(E, F) = L(E, Lp_x(E, F)). Each Lp(E, F) is given

the topology of uniform convergence on bounded subsets of E. It wUl be convenient

in a later proof to identify Lp(E, F) with the space Lp(E, F) of multilinear maps

u from Ep into F, which satisfy the foUowing "continuity" condition:

For each m G{1,... ,p), for each sequence {_y,,... ,ym_1) of points in E,

for each sequence {Bm + 1, . . . ,ßp) of bounded subsets of E and for each 0-

neighbourhood V in F, there exists a 0-neighbourhood U in E such that

«({vjx ••• x{ym_1}xi/x5m + 1 x ••• *Bp)GV.

A basic 0-neighbourhood in Xp(E, F)isa set of the form {« G Zp(E, F) :

u(Bx x • • • x B ) C W), where the B¡ are bounded subsets of E and W is a 0-

neighbourhood in F.

Let / : t/ -► F, where U G 0(E), V G 0(F), E G TLS and F G TLS. Then

fis Frèchet differentiable at x GU, if there exists u G L(E, F), such that for each

bounded subset B of E and for each 0-neighbourhood W in F, there exists S > 0

such that fix + th) -fix) - u(th) G tW, whenever h G B and I ri < 5.
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The mapping ix is then uniquely determined and is denoted by f'(x).   If

/ is Fréchet differentiable at each xEU, then / is Fréchet differentiable. The

map /' : U —*• L(E, F) defined by x —► f'(x) is called the Fréchet derivative of

/.  Higher order derivatives are defined in the natural way. The nth order Fréchet

derivative is denoted by f^ and is a map from U into Ln(E, F). In case F and

F are normed spaces, the Fréchet derivative coincides with the standard definition

of derivative in normed spaces [5, p. 149]. Note that a Fréchet differentiable

mapping need not be continuous.  In fact, we have the foUowing result, the proof

of which appears in [12, p. 18] :

Let E be a nonnormed quasi-barrelled locally convex space with strong

dual E'.  Then the evaluation mapping ev: F x F' —+ R defined by ev(x, x') =

<x, x > has Fréchet derivatives of all orders and each derivative is continuous, but

ev is not continuous.

Let F, F G TLS be separated by their duals, U E 0(E) and V E 0(F).

Then DF(U, V) wül denote the class of all continuous mappings from U into V,

which are fc-times Fréchet differentiable (k G {1, 2, . . . , <»}).  The Fréchet de-

rivative has the composition property:  if / G DF(U, V) and g E DF(V, W), then

g ° fEDkF(U, W) [2, p. 234], [13, p. 7].

If we replace "bounded set" by "sequentially compact set" in the defini-

tion of the Fréchet derivative, we get a weaker derivative, known as the Hada-

mard derivative. D^U, V) wül denote the class of all continuous mappings from

U into V, which are fc-times Hadamard differentiable (k E {1, 2, . . . , °°}). The

Hadamard derivative also has the composition property.  In normed spaces, the

Hadamard derivative coincides with the quasi-derivative [5, p. 157], [3, p. 91].

FinaUy, if we replace "bounded set" by "finite set", we get the Gâteaux deriva-

tive.  For a detaüed discussion of the differential calculus in topological linear

spaces, see [2] and [3].

2.   Smoothness and density character.   In this section we prove the

result announced in the abstract.  Suppose p is a seminorm on a linear space.  Its

null-space Np is the set {x :p(x) = 0 }.  LCS will denote the class of (Hausdorff)

locaUy convex spaces over R. We say F G LCS is strongly Dp-smooth (A: G {1,

2,. . . , °°}), if there exists a collection P(E) of continuous seminorms on F

which generate the topology on F and satisfy p E DkF(E\Np, R), for each p E

P(E). Simüarly, we define strongly DkH-smooth spaces.  This definition was first

given (in the abstract setting of S-categories) in [10] and was also studied in

[11] and [12].

2.1 Let E E LCS.  Then E is strongly Dp-smooth (k E {1, 2, ...,<»}) if
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and only if E has a O-neighbourhood base W consisting of absolutely convex,(2)

closed sets such that ifUGM and p is the gauge of U, then p G Dp(E\Np, R).

77ze analogous statement for the Hadamard derivative also holds.

Proof.  The sufficiency of the condition is obvious, so we have only to

show its necessity. Consider 4>x: R —► R defined by </>x(x) = exp(- 1/x), for x

> 0 and 0,(x) = 0, for x < 0.  Put 02(x) = 0,(x - 1) • 0,(2 -x) and <j>3(x) =

/f02(r)cí///202(r)cír. Finally, put 0(x) = 1 - 03(lxl).  Clearly 0 G C°°(R, R),

and 0 is convex downwards for Ixl < 3/2.  Also 0(3/2) = 0(-3/2) = 1/d.

Since E is strongly Z)^-smoofh, it has a class, P(E), of seminorms which

generate its topology and satisfy p G DF(E\N , R), for each p G P(E). We can

suppose p G P(E) and a > 0 imply ap G P(E). For each finite subset {px,. . .,

pn)CP(E), consider the set U = {x GE : n"=1<¡>(p¡(x)) > 54}.

2.2. Lemma.   U is an absolutely convex, closed O-neighbourhood in E and

the collection of all such U (as{px,. .. ,pn) varies over all finite subsets ofP(E))

is a O-neighbourhood base for E.

Proof of Lemma 2.2.  Clearly U is closed and balanced. To show U is

convex, let x, y G U and 0 < a < 1.  Thus (¡>(px(x)) ■ • • (¡>(pn(x)) > *A and so

p¡(x) < 3/2 for each i—l,...,n. Similarly, for y. Then

TJ 0(p [ax + (1 -a)y])> U <¡>(ap.(x) + (1 - a)p.(y))
i= i i-1

>U[<4(p¿x)) + (l-eWpíy))]

> FI <P«(p¡(x)) • 4>x-aip¡iy))
/=i

QA)a -ÇA)x-a = K.

FinaUy, the fact that U is a O-neighbourhood and the collection of aU such

U forms a O-neighbourhood base follows by verifying that

jx : .= sup n p.(x) < 11 C [/ C i x : /= sup ̂  p¡(x) < 2|.

2.3.   Lemma.    Let q : R" —* R be the gauge of the absolutely convex,

closed O-neighbourhood W = {x = (xx, . . . , x„) : nf=,0(xf) > lA).  Then q G

C°°(R"\{0}, R).

Proof of Lemma 2.3. We give the proof for n = 2 only. Let (x, y) ¥=

(2)   "Absolutely convex" means convex and balanced.
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(0,0). Thenc7(x, y) is the unique z > 0 such that (¡>(x/z) • <p(y/z) = \i. Consider i// :

R3 -> R defined by \¡/(x, y, z) = 0(x/z) • <p(ylz) -K. If U = { (x, y, z): (x, y) ¥=

(0,0) and z > 0}, then i// G C°°(U, R).

Suppose (a, b,c)EUand \¡j(a, ft, c) = 0. We showD3\p(a, ft, c) =£ 0. Now

D^(x, y, z) = (-y/z2) ■ <¡>(x/z) ■ <p'(y/z) + (- x/z2) ■ <t>(y/z) ■ <¡>'(x/z). Thus

D3ii(a, ft, c) > 0, because each term in the sum is > 0 and, since <j>(a/c) • <j>(b/c)

= Vi, at least one is > 0.

Thus, by the implicit function theorem, q E C°°(R2\{0}, R).

2.4. Lemma. Let p be the gauge ofU={xEE: TV¡= x 4>(p¡(x)) > lâ}. Then
pEDkp(E\Np,R).

Proof of Lemma 2.4. Suppose p(x) > 0. Choose ß such that 0 < j3 < p(x).

Put / = {1,2,..., n] and / = {/ G /: p¡(x) = 0} . J may be empty. Let m be the

number of elements in A/. Put W = {y E E : p(y) > ß, p¡(y) < ß, for i G / and

p,.(»>0,foriG/V/}.

W is an open set containing x. Let yEW. Then

p(y) = inf ix > 0: J] ^OA)) > ¥l \
v ¡ei '

= infh>ß:\[<t>(pi(y/X))>^

= inf (x > ß: u <Kp,(yfr)) > 4
v iei\j J

= q(A(y)),

where A : E —>• Rm is defined by A(z) = (Pi(z))i&I\j and q is the seminorm for Rm

given in Lemma 2.3. Now AIW E Dp(W, Rm\{ 0}) and q E C°(R"\{0}, R).

HenceplWGZ)£(W, R) and the result follows.

This completes the proof of 2.1 for the Fréchet derivative. The proof for the

Hadamard derivative is the same. In fact, if we define strongly S-smooth spaces,

where S is an S-category, as in [10], [11] or [12], then, with the same proof, 2.1

holds with Dp replaced by S.

Let F G TLS. We define the neighbourhood base character of F to be the

minimal cardinal belonging to the set of cardinals of 0-neighbourhood bases for F.

We denote it by bas(F). It is clear that we may assume the cardinality of W in 2.1

is bas(F).

Now let X be a topological space. We define the density character of X to be

the minimal cardinal belonging to the set of cardinals of dense subsets of X. We

denote it by dense(Z). We wül need the following simple properties of density char-

acter.
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2.5. ¿er X and Y be topological spaces.

(i) IfUG 0(X), then dens(U) < densfX).

(ii) ¿er f:X —>Y be a continuous mapping. Then dens if(X)) < dens (X).

Now let C be a closed convex subset of E G LCS. A point x0 on the

boundary of C is caUed a support point of C if there is a nonzero continuous

linear functional u such that sup ec uy = ux0.  u is called a support functional

of C.  « is a normalised support functional if sup>,ec uy = ux0 - 1.

Let p be a continuous seminorm on E and C = {x G £": p(x) < 1}.  Let

p(x0) = 1.  If p is a Gâteaux differentiable at x0, then p'(x0) is the unique nor-

malised support functional to C at x0 [6, p. 349].

2.6 (Phelps   [14, p. 397] ). If C is a closed convex set with nonempty

interior in the complete locally convex space E, then 'he support functionals of

C are dense (in the strong topology) among those continuous linear functionals

in E', which are bounded above on C.

2.7 (Asplund and Rockafellar [1, p. 459]). Let E G LCS and p be

a continuous seminorm on E. Suppose p is Frèchet differentiable on AGE.

Then p' : A —► E' is continuous, when E' has the strong topology.

Now we can prove our main result.

2.8. Let E be a complete locally convex space, with strong dual E', such

that dens(¿"') > bas(E) • dens(E). Then E is not strongly Dp-smooth.

Proof.  Suppose E is strongly ¿»¿.-smooth. We show dens (E') < bas (E) •

dens(E). Let W = { Ua)aGA be the O-neighbourhood base for E given by 2.1

(for the case k = 1) and such that the cardinality of A is bas(¿).  For each a G

A, put E'a ={u G E' : u is bounded on Ua). Then É = \Ja(EA E'a, since a

Unear functional is continuous if and only if it is bounded on some O-neighbour-

hood.

Let p be the gauge of some Ua. By 2.7, p': E\N  —* E' is continuous.

Define p : E\Np —*■ E' by p(x) = p(x) • p'(x). Then p is continuous. Thus

densGuííA/Vp)) < dens(¿0- But p(E\!Vp) is the set of all support functionals to

Ua and so is dense in E'a, by 2.6. Thus dens(£^) < dens(¿) and so dens(¿') <

bas(¿0*dens(¿0.

2.9. Corollary,   ¿er E be a separable Frèchet space with a nonseparable

strong dual.  Then E is not strongly Dp-smooth.

2.8 generalises the result of Kadec [16] and Restrepo [15] to locally con-

vex spaces.  Stronger versions of the Kadec-Restrepo result have been obtained in

Banach spaces by Leach and Whitfield [7] and Leduc [8].
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Of course, we cannot omit the hypothesis in 2.9 that F be metrizable. For

let F = RR (product of R copies of R, with the product topology). Then F is

a complete separable locaUy convex space, which is clearly strongly D¿.-smooth.

But the strong dual of RR is R*R) (locaUy convex direct sum), which is not

separable.

We give a class of locally convex spaces satisfying the hypotheses of 2.9.

Let X be an uncountable, o-compact, locally compact, metric space.  Let C(X) be

the real linear space of all continuous, complex- or real-valued functions on X,

with the topology of compact convergence. Then C(X) is a separable Fréchet

space with a nonseparable strong dual and, consequently, is not strongly ZJJr-smooth.

Note that C(X) is strongly £)¿-smooth, however, since it is separable [10], [11].

3.   Smooth locally convex direct sums.   First we need a result about

the differentiabüity of functions defined on a strict inductive limit. A topological

inductive limit of the form F[7] = 2aFa [Ta], where each Ea [Ta] is a locally

convex space, is said to be strict if Ea C Eß, for a < ß, and if the topology induced

by Tß on the subspace Ea of Eß is equal to Ta [6. p. 222]. The next result was

given in [10]. However, the proof given there contains a mistake in the induction

step.

3.1. Let E[T] = ZaEa [Ta] be a strict inductive limit with the property

that a subset B QE is bounded if and only ifB is contained in some Ea and is

bounded there. Let f : E —+ F, where f E LCS, be a continuous mapping. Let UE

0(E).  ThenfEDF(U,F)(kE{l,2,...,«>})ifandonlyiff\EaEDp(UC\Ea,F),

for each a.

Proof.   The necessity is obvious. For the sufficiency, we prove, by induc-

tion, that/G DF(U, F) (kE [1,2,...}) and, for each xEU, /(fe)(x) ■ (yx,.. .,

yk) = (f\Ea)w(x) • (v,,. .. , ykX where x, yx,... , yk E Ea.

Thus suppose first that /lFa G DXF(U n Ea, F) for each a. Let x G U. We

define a map ux : E —*■ F as follows. Given y G F, there exists a such that x, y

EEa. Then define ux(y) = (/lFa)'(x) • y. The value of ux(y) is independent of

the choice of a.  For suppose x,yEEß also. Choose y such that 7 > a and 7 > ß. Then

(f\Ea)'(x) ■ y = (f\Ey)'(x) • y = (f\Eß)'(x) • y. Also w, is linear and is continuous,

since ux \Ea is continuous, for each a [6, p. 217].

We show that txx = f'(x). Let B be a bounded subset of E. Then there

exists an a such that B C Ea and is bounded there. Also x G Eß, for some ß.

Now choose 7 such that 7 > ß and 7 > a. Then xEEy and B C Ey. Also, B

is bounded in Ey, since the topology induced by Ey on Ea is the original topology

TaonEa.

Now let W be a 0-neighbourhood in F. Then the existence of (J\Ey)'(x) gives
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the existence of 5 > 0 such that fix + th) -fix) - ux • th G tW, whenever lil <

5 and h G B. That is, f'(x) = ux. Thus /G DXF(U, F) and the proposition is

true for k = 1.

Now suppose the proposition is true for some k.   Let /1 Ea G

Dp+x(U n Ea, F), for each a, and x G U. We define a map uk+ x : Ek+ x —► F

as follows:  uk + x(yx, . .. ,yk+x) = (f\Ea)(k+x)(x) ■ (yx, . . . ,yk+x), where a

is chosen so that x, y j, . . . , yk+ x G Ea.

First we have to show uk+x is well defined. Thus suppose we also have

x, y¡, ■ ■ . ,yk+1 GEß.  Choose y so that 7 > a and y > ß.  Then

(f\Ejk+x\x) -iyv... ,yk+x)=(f\EJ<k+i\x) ■ (yx, ... ,yk+1)

= (fW/k+l>(x)-(yv ... ,yk+l).

Next we show uk+ x G Lk+l(E, F). Clearly uk+ x is multilinear.  As for the

continuity property, let m G {1, . . . , k + 1), yx, . . . ,ym-ï,Bm + x, . . . ,Bk+1

and V, an absolutely convex O-neighbourhood in F, be given.  Let a be given.

Choose ß > a such thatx, j,,... ,ym-X GEß andBm + i,... ,Bk+x GEß. Now

since if\Eß)^k+1\x) G Xk+l(E&, F), there exists a O-neighbourhood Wß inEß

such that

(flfT/' + 'VWtVx ••• x{ym_,}x^x5m + 1 x ••• xBk+l)GV.

Then Wa = Wß n Ea is a O-neighbourhood in Ea and

«*+,(&,}'« ••• xOvJx^xi^, x ••• x5fc+1)CK.

Put W = r^^.  That is, W is the absolutely convex cover of the Wa. Then W is

a O-neighbourhood in E and, since «fc+ j is multilinear,

uk+1({yx}x •••  x(ym_1}xH'xJSm + 1 x -.. *Bk+1)GV.

Thusuk+1 Glk+l(E,F).

Now we show uk+, = f(k+x)(x). Let {« G Xk(E, F) : u(Bx x • • ■ xfit)C

W} be a O-neighbourhood in Lk(E, F) and 5 a bounded subset of ¿T.  Choose a

such that x G ¿a and 5, 5j, . . . , Bk G Ea. By the existence of (f\Ea)(k+x)(x),

there exists 5 > 0 such that

(f\Ejk\x + th)-(hr... , hk) - (f\Ejk\x) ■(hl,...,hk)

-if\Ejk+x\x)-(th,hv ... ,hk)GtW,
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whenever hEB,hx EBX, . . . ,hk EBk and III < 5.  Thus, by the inductive

hypothesis,

f<k\x + th)-(h1.hk) -f«\x) -(hv ... ,hk)

-uk+1(th,hv ... ,hk)EtW,

whenever ft EB, hx EBX, . . . , hk EBk and III < 5.  Thus/(fc+1)(x) exists and

f(k+x)(x) = uk+x. Hence fEDF+x(U, F).  This completes the proof of 3.1.

If F satisfies the conditions of 3.1 and also has the property that a subset

of K C F is sequentially compact if and only if K is contained in some Ea and is

sequentially compact there, then there is a result analogous to 3.1 for the Hada-

mard derivative. In particular, we have the following result.

3.2. Let E = (Ba<EA Ea be the locally convex direct sum of the locally

convex spaces Ea. Let f : E —*■ F be a continuous mapping, where F G LCS.

Let UE 0(E).  ThenfEDkp(U, F) (resp. DkH) (k E {1, 2, . . . , -}) if and only

¿//I©,=i Ea. E DF(U n©"=1 Ea., F) (resp. DkH) for each finite subset { a,,

. . . ,an}CA.

Now let F = 0 „QY En be the countable locally convex direct sum of the

locally convex spaces {Fn}„eN and /„ the canonical injection from F„ into F

(where N = {1, 2, . . .}). The absolutely convex covers TnŒNIn(Vn) form a 0-

neighbourhood base for F, as Vn ranges over a 0-neighbourhood base for En. Our

final theorem (3.3) wiU show that the countable locally convex direct sum of

smooth spaces is smooth. First we introduce another type of smoothness.

Let F G TLS be separated by its dual. We say F is Dp-smooth (k E {1, 2,

.... ~}) if, given V E 0(E) and a G V, there exists /G DF(E, R) such that /(a)

> 0, / > 0 and {xEE: f(x)> 0}C V. Simüarly we define DkH-smooth spaces.

This concept was first given (in the abstract setting of S-categories) by Bonic and

Frampton [4] for Banach spaces and later studied in topological linear spaces in

[10], [11] and [12].  In [10] we showed that if S is an arbitrary S-category (e.g.

DF) and F G LCS is strongly 5-smooth, then F is 5-smooth. It is not known if the

converse is true, although some partial converses are known. For example, combin-

ing the results of Leach and Whitfield [7] and Restrepo [15], if F is a separable,

D^-smooth Banach space, then F is strongly £)¿.-smooth. See also [9].

3.3. Let E = 0„eN En be the countable locally convex direct sum of the

locally convex spaces {Fn}n£N.  772e«:

(i) F is Dp-smooth (resp. DkH-smooth) (k E {1, 2, . . . , «>}) if and only if

each En is Dp-smooth (resp. D^-smooth).
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(ii) E is strongly Dp-smooth (resp. strongly DkH-smooth) if and only if each

En is strongly Dp-smooth (resp. strongly DkH-smooth).

Proof.  We give the proofs for the Frèchet derivative only.  The Hadamard

case is similar.

(i)  The necessity is obvious.  For the converse, it suffices to verify the

smoothness condition for V = r„<=nIn(Vn)' a Das^c O-neighbourhood in E, and

a = 0.  For each n G N, there exists /„ G Dp(En, R) such that /„ > 0, fn(0) = 1

and { xn GEn: fn(xn) > 0}  C Vn.   Define A: E -* I2 by x —►

(1 -fn(2" • x„))„GN, where x = (x„)„6N G E. Choose 0 G C°°(l2, R) such that

0 > 0, 0(0) > 0 and 0(x) = 0, if ||x||2 > 1.  Then define/: ¿-+R by /= 0 ° A.

Now'/> 0 and fiO) = 0(0) > 0.  Also {x: fix) > 0} C V.  For let fix) >

0.  Hence \\A(x)\\2 < 1.  That is, 1 -fn(2" ■ xn)< 1 and so 2" ■ xn G Vn, for

each n G N Thus x = 2„eN2~" • In(2" ■ x„) G F.

Finally, we show / G /)*(£•, R).  For this it suffices to show A G Dp(E, I2)

and hence, by 3.2, AI ©¿"=1 En G DkF(@m=x En, I2), for each m G N. How-

ever, this is clear.

(ii)  The necessity is obvious.  Conversely, let each En be strongly DF-

smooth.  Consequently, by 2.1, each/T,, has a 0-neighbourhood base Mn consisting

of absolutely convex sets such that if Vn G Mn and pn is the gauge of Vn, then

pnGDF(En\NPn,R).

Consider a basic O-neighbourhood V = rneîiIn(Vn) in E, where each Vn

has the above property. Put U = {x = (xn)neN: n„eN <¡>(pn(2"+ x ■ xn)) > lA),

where 0 is the function in the proof of 2.1    Then U is absolutely convex.  Also

i/is a O-neighbourhood.  For let W = r„eN/„(2~"-1 • Vn) and xGW. Then

pn(xn) < 2"""1 and, consequently 0(p„(2" + 1x„)) = 1 for each n G N. Thus

xGi/.

The coflection of all such U forms a O-neighbourhood base for E.  For let

xGU. Then 0(p„(2" + Jx„)) ¥> 0, and so P„(2" + xxn) < 2 for each n G N.  Thus

xG K.

Finally, we show that if p is the gauge of U, then p G DF(E\Np, R). By

3.2, it suffices to show that p\(&m=x En G ¿£(0™=1 En\Np, R) for each m G

N. Put F = ®¡f= ! En. Let an be the continuous seminorm on F defined by

qn(x) = Pn(2"+Xxn), where x = (x„) G F. Then qn G DkF(FWqn, R).  Also p\F

is the gauge of UDF ={x G F: n^=10(<7n(x)) > )4}. Consequently, by 2.4,

p\FGDkF(FWp,R).
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